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PUBLICATION STANDARDS

1. Content.
JADO publishes every year, starting in 2021, research works and notes (law
and jurisprudential recensions and comments), notwithstanding the publications of especial and extraordinary numbers, which its periodicity adjusted to the corresponding call.
2. Publication frequency: yearly.
3. Originals mailing
Originals must be unedited and sent to the magazine following email
address: secretaria@avd-zea.com
4. Copyrights
JADO is an open access magazine ( HYPERLINK “http://www.avdzea.com/”http://www.avd-zea.com), which means it is entirely access
free after every number publication. Reading, search, download, distribution and legal reusing under any kind of medium are permitted exclusively for no commercial means, and according to the Law, without previous consent of the publishing house, providing that the original work
is accordingly cited (number, year and pages) and that any change in the
original is clearly indicated.
5. Studies and notes format
The first page of the work must include the tittle, name of the author and
academic filiation, as well as email and phone number.
The second page will include three abstracts in Basque language, Spanish
and English with an average extensions of 120 letters each, as well as the
work key words (3 to 5 words), also in Basque, Spanish and English. The
texts must be preceded by a brief summary of the different epigraphs.
The material will be published, preferentially, in Basque and Spanish.
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6. Edition standards
Bibliographic citations and references to other documentary sources must
follow the following rules:
a) The recommended extension for the studies is 15 to 30 pages ISO A4,
1.5 interline, in informatics medium, preferentially, in Word or a revisable format. For the notes, 5 to 10 pages ISO A4, 1.5 interline in informatics medium, preferentially, in Word or a revisable format.
b) It is required a final bibliography section with the inclusion of the
works used for the text elaboration or that may be considered referential in the matter the text is about.
c) It is required that authors structure the text with an introduction including the data and arguments which define the object of the work, an
unfolding including the data and arguments which the author appropriate to add and a conclusion presenting a proposal, an assessment, or
a final reflexion.
d) It is recommended to fulfil the following system when citing bibliography: name, first name, «Tittle of the article»,Tittle of the magazine o
of the book (if the tittle of the magazine are initials, do not use cursive
type), volume, no., publishing city, publishing house, publishing year
and pages concerned.
e) Law citation must follow the next model (or the usual citation mode
in each Law system):
i.e.
Ley 1/1998, de 7 de enero, de Política Lingüística.
f) Initials should be written without dots, i.e. LPL. Should the work mention a little widespread initials for the first time, it is required to write
the whole name followed by the initial between brackets.
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7. Publishing process
JADO´s Director and the assistant director, with the cooperation of the
Editorial Board and the Advisory Committee, will decide the works publication on an external and independent evaluation basis. The works
evaluation process will be submitted to peer blind review, in accordance
with JADO´s ethical Code. The authors may correct the printing proofs,
so that if the correction is not received within 10 days his approval to the
printing proof is presumed.
8. Taxes
There are no costs associated with delivery, processing or publication.
9. Copyright
The authors of the unpublished works released in this magazine can reproduce them providing the appropriate quotation of its original publication in JADO.
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